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Chinese Firedrill - Will Hindle - The Film-Makers' Cooperative
The modified version of this is to do CHINESE FIREDRILL with
multiple cars following back-to-back each other, as in
Joshiro's birthday. Every red light or .
A Chinese fire drill - Review of Pizza Hut, Mangum, OK TripAdvisor
(US) A prank performed while stopped in a car at a red light;
each passenger ( including the driver) shouts "Chinese fire
drill", exits the vehicle, runs at least once.
Chinese Fire Drill by Grant Langston on Spotify
"Chinese fire drill" is a slang term for a situation that is
chaotic or confusing, possibly due to poor or misunderstood
instructions.
A Chinese fire drill - Review of Pizza Hut, Mangum, OK TripAdvisor
(US) A prank performed while stopped in a car at a red light;
each passenger ( including the driver) shouts "Chinese fire
drill", exits the vehicle, runs at least once.

What’s the Origin of “Chinese Fire Drills"? | Mental Floss
We research the Chinese fire drill. How did it originate, and
why does the act of running around an idle car have such a
weird name?.
Origin of the Chinese Fire Drill
Chinese fire drill definition: noun Offensive 1. A situation
or activity marked by confusion or disorder. 2. A prank in
which the people riding in a car get out and.
Chinese Fire Drill | Definition of Chinese Fire Drill by
Merriam-Webster
Chinese firedrill synonyms, Chinese firedrill pronunciation,
Chinese firedrill translation, English dictionary definition
of Chinese firedrill. n. Offensive 1. A situation.
Related books: A Highland Sorcery Christmas, Wer war schuld am
Tod Jesu? (German Edition), Contemplare (Spanish Edition), The
Disaster Survival Bible, taste.

David T. Essentially, this Chinese fire drill was a circular,
fruitless, disordered action — and thus the term found its
meaning. Evidently, whoever decided to call the rather common
phenomenon of the Chinese Fire Drill full moon within a
calendar month a "blue moon" didn't realize exactly how rare
truly blue moons are.
InhismarvelousWickedWordsMr.Onegroupofthecrewwastocarrybucketsofw
The awkward case of 'his or her'. Could I borrow a Benjamin to
get my car out of impound?
TodayIfoundouttheoriginoftheChineseFireDrill.Chineseforget-me-not
to use a word that literally drives some people nuts.
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